AWARD NOMINATION FORM

Visit our Website for the Online Award Nomination Form at nysspe.org/award-nominations

INDICATE AWARD FOR WHICH THIS NOMINATION IS MADE:
- ENGINEER OF THE YEAR
- YOUNG ENGINEER OF THE YEAR
- CONTRIBUTION IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION
- MERITORIOUS SERVICE
- NYSSPE PEG PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER IN GOVERNMENT AWARD
- NYSSPE PEI PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER IN INDUSTRY AWARD
- NYSSPE PEC PROJECT OF THE YEAR AWARD (SEE PAGE 2 FOR INSTRUCTIONS)

CANDIDATE/PROJECT: __________________________________________________________

CONTACT NAME (IF NOMINATING A PROJECT):
__________________________________________________________

ADDRESS: ________________________________________________________________

EMAIL ________________________________________________________________

PHONE #: ___________________ CHAPTER AFFILIATION: ___________________

Describe the specific contribution(s) you feel warrant(s) this award being given to the proposed candidate (use extra pages as necessary).

REPRESENTATIVE SUBMITTING NOMINATION:

NAME:_____________________________ POSITION:__________________________

ADDRESS: ______________________________________________________________

EMAIL: ________________________________________________________________

SIGNATURE: ___________________________ DATE:______________________

RETURN FORM TO:
NYSSPE, 6 Airline Dr., Albany, NY 12205 or email to: Rachel Pieniazek at rachel@nysspe.org

NYSSPE PEC PROJECT OF THE YEAR AWARD
To acknowledge accomplishments of the engineering profession by recognizing those entities involved with outstanding engineering achievements that have captured the innovative and dynamic spirit of a profession dedicated to public service.

Nominations may include a specific engineered end product such as a building, dam, roadway, bridge, site improvement, product, or any worthy project that meets a human, environmental, or social need for the residents of the state of New York. All nominated projects must have been either completed or under construction in the calendar year preceding the year of nomination. Only projects located in New York State and designed by U.S. firms with offices located in New York State are eligible for nomination.

Please complete the online submission form to nominate a project. Provide external links to supporting materials and/or a concise description of your nomination for review in the “Contributions warranting this award” Section of the online submission form. Include supporting economic impact or public safety improvements, and a list of key team members including the Registered Professional Engineer(s) involved in the project.